THE BRITISH COUNCIL IS INTENSELY PROUD OF THE
EXTRAORDINARY RANGE OF CULTURAL EVENTS
GENERATED BY OUR ARTS TEAM IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
ARTISTS, INSTITUTIONS AND AUDIENCES AROUND THE
WORLD. WHETHER WRY, PROVOCATIVE, BEAUTIFUL OR
TRAGIC, THE ARTS REACH OUT TO US ON THE MOST
PERSONAL LEVEL, OFFERING US THE CHANCE TO
EXPERIENCE SOMETHING BOTH NEW AND RESONANT.
Director Arts: Graham Sheffield
Director Architecture, Design, Fashion: Vicky Richardson
Director Creative Economy: Beatrice Pembroke
Director Drama and Dance: Brendan Griggs
Director Film: Briony Hanson
Director Literature: Susie Nicklin
Director Music: Cathy Graham
Director Operations: Jim Hollington
Director Visual Arts: Andrea Rose
Director Northern Ireland: David Alderdice
Director Scotland: Lloyd Anderson
Director Wales: Rebecca Matthews
THIS CALENDAR PRESENTS SELECTED HIGHLIGHTS
FROM OUR CURRENT ARTS PROGRAMME BUT THERE
IS MUCH MORE TO SEE ON OUR WEBSITE AT:
www.britishcouncil.org/arts
FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION ON OUR ARTS
PROJECTS PLEASE CONTACT:
Head Arts Digital and Communications: Sarah Gillett
sarah.gillett@britishcouncil.org
FOR GENERAL ENQUIRIES PLEASE EMAIL OUR TEAM AT:
arts@britishcouncil.org
Our arts programme would not be possible without the
support and commitment of our partners in the UK and
abroad. A huge thank you to them and to all the inspiring
actors, architects, artists, comedians, composers,
conductors, dancers, designers, directors, DJs, editors,
entrepreneurs, filmmakers, musicians, performers,
producers, poets, singers and writers we have the honour
of working with every day.

SELECTED HIGHLIGHTS AND A WALL CALENDAR OF
ACTIVITY FROM OUR CURRENT ARTS PROGRAMME
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Culture Matters: CLI 2011 leadership workshop
Turkey
—

23 — 27 October 2011
Programme Ongoing

As the UK's cultural relations agency, at the British
Council we seek to engage the new generation of
cultural leaders around the world in the discussion and
development of common strategies to tackle global
cultural issues. Cultural Leadership International (CLI) is a
programme of activities designed to identify, celebrate and
develop those who are addressing these questions through
their work.
The CLI 2011 leadership workshop - Culture Matters:
Exploring the role of culture in changing times - took
place alongside the Istanbul Biennial in late October
2011. For ﬁve packed days, 47 emerging leaders from the
creative and cultural sector in 18 countries in the Middle
East, Central Asia, Europe and South Africa were brought
together for a programme of new ideas and discussion
around issues of cultural policy, social justice and digital
technology. What is the role of culture in our complex and
rapidly changing societies? Can culture play a leading
role in wider social issues such as international relations,
economic regeneration and social conﬂict and inclusion?
And how can the sector’s future leaders develop the
ideas, skills and networks to ensure its relevance in rapidly
changing and unstable times? All participants, selected
by the British Council and partners around the world,
were chosen for their achievement and potential to drive
forward the cultural sector in their countries. They were
brought together for the ﬁrst time to meet, learn more
about each other’s work, identify common interests and
challenges in their work and explore future collaborations.
They also explored their personal leadership skills, which
they will continue to develop through placements in UK/
international cultural organisations and professional skills
training throughout the next year.
The programme is supported by the Ford Foundation,
the Open Society Foundation and HIVOS. The Istanbul
2011 leadership workshop was kindly hosted and supported
by SALT.
The application process for next year's programme
opens in late spring 2012.
For more information about the workshop please visit:
http://creativeconomy.britishcouncil.org/culturalleadership/news
For more information about CLI please visit:
http://creativeconomy.britishcouncil.org/culturalleadership/cultural-leadership-international-programme

“All participants, selected by the British
Council and partners around the world,
were chosen for their achievement and
potential to drive forward the cultural
sector in their countries.”

–
Participants from the Cultural Leadership International
(CLI) 2011 programme at Santralistanbul, the new arts and
cultural complex located at the upper end of Istanbul's
Golden Horn. Photo by Pablo Rossello
–

Out of Britain
Saudi Arabia
—

National Museum Riyadh
5 February — 5 March 2012

For the ﬁrst time in Saudi Arabia and in collaboration
with National Museum in Riyadh, we have selected
works from the British Council Collection for a major
art exhibition. Out of Britain explores the theme of the
British landscape, from the urban to the rural, and the
UK’s encircling coastline. The exhibition features over
50 artworks and examines the ways in which artists have
engaged with landscape and addressed timeless and
fundamental questions about man's place in the world.
Structured around an imagined journey, the display begins
in the city and leads out into the countryside to follow the
coastline before ultimately returning to an urban landscape.
The works in the show illustrate individual artist’s attempts
to ﬁnd their place amongst an ever-changing environment
where they are often driven to challenge traditional ways of
interpreting and framing the landscape.
Pictures included in the selection range from Lowry's
bustling, industrial Salford to the smoke-belching chimneys
of the Black Country by Edward Wadsworth, and the
anonymous hinterland of industrial parks in the Midlands
of David Rayson. The literary Britain of Bill Brandt’s
photographs is contrasted with the London painted by
Humphrey Ocean and David Hepher. Views of the shoreline
in Scotland, as drawn by Eric Ravilious in wartime, are
presented together with the Essex coast seen by John
Nash; the rugged and rocky coast of Wales by Graham
Sutherland and Beachy Head as presented in the starshaped painting by Jeffrey Camp. Sculptures by Nicholas
Pope and David Nash - literally hewn from the wood - and
Spring Circle by Richard Long, a Turner prize winner,
comprising slabs of Delabole slate from Cornwall are
also added where the artists talk of a direct engagement
with the earth. Amongst these sculptural objects a new
installation by Conrad Shawcross is also presented, which
mounts video projection onto the gunwales of a rowboat
to trace a journey through the Lea Valley. The inclusion of
paintings by Peter Lanyon and John Nash look to the very
essence of landscape in their more abstract depictions.
Out Of Britain is supported by a full, month-long
programme of public lectures, workshops for artists and
teachers as well as a nationwide online art competition.

“The works in the show illustrate individual
artist’s attempts to ﬁnd their place
amongst an ever-changing environment
where they are often driven to challenge
traditional ways of interpreting and
framing the landscape.”

–
Conrad Shawcross Pre Retroscope V 2008.
Wooden boat, motor, video projector, found objects, drawing
on wall, two photographs. Image provided by The BALTIC
Centre for Contemporary Art on behalf of the artist and
Victoria Miro Gallery, London. Photo by Colin Davison
–
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Dickens 2012
Worldwide
—

Autumn 2011 — Spring 2012

Dickens 2012 is a major programme of events and activities
to mark the bicentenary of Charles Dickens, who was
born in February 1812. The British Council is working with
partners including the Charles Dickens Museum and Film
London to develop global activity including brand new ﬁlm
adaptations, art exhibitions, public readings, community
based theatre projects, educational events and creative
writing workshops.
The programme includes over 15 literature events where
writers such as Claire Tomalin, David Nicholls and DJ Taylor
are asked to consider ‘What Would Dickens Write Today?’
and 12 Dickens ﬁlms screened across 20 countries including classic interpretations of Great Expectations,
silent versions of David Copperﬁeld from 1913 and brand
new documentaries from Film London.
Using Dickens’ early work as inspiration, we are
coordinating Sketches by Boz: Sketching the City - a
worldwide call for aspiring writers, illustrators and
photographers to respond to their city today. UK writers,
artists and photographers such as Luke Pearson, Sue
Parkhill, Louise Doughty, Richard T Kelly, Woodrow
Phoenix and Zara Slattery are linked up with their
counterparts overseas to run creative writing workshops
with the resulting work showcased online and shown
in local exhibitions.
Punchdrunk, in collaboration with the Arcola Theatre,
is creating work inspired by their recent community
production The Uncommercial Traveller, based on littleknown journalistic writings by Dickens. Working with
local artists, they are creating an audio guide adapted
to reﬂect individual memories and stories of city life in
contemporary Pakistan.
Spanning across 50 countries worldwide the programme
covers literature, ﬁlm, dance & drama and visual arts in an
innovative and creative programme that re-investigates
Charles Dickens and questions how and why the themes
and issues raised in his works are still relevant in global
communities today.
We also have an exciting programme in English and
Education. Free learning resources will be made available
for UK and International schools and English teaching
centres worldwide. For more information on all of the
Dickens 2012 activities please visit our website:
www.britishcouncil.org/literature/projects/
2011/dickens-2012

“Spanning across 50 countries worldwide
the programme covers literature, ﬁlm,
dance & drama and visual arts in an
innovative and creative programme that
re-investigates Charles Dickens.”

–
Image by graphic novelist Zara Slattery who has re-created
the ‘Streets by Morning’ scene from Sketches by Boz in
contemporary London.
–

London 2012 Festival
United Kingdom
—

21 June — 9 September 2012

The London 2012 Festival is the grand ﬁnale of the fouryear Cultural Olympiad, a spectacular 12-week nationwide
celebration bringing together leading artists from across
the world with the very best from the UK.
Complementing the sport events at the Olympic and
Paralympic Games, the London 2012 Festival celebrates
the huge range, quality and accessibility of the UK’s worldclass culture, giving people across the UK the opportunity
to celebrate the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic
Games. This is a unique opportunity to make lasting
connections between people from UK and around the
world through sport, culture and education. We are proud
to be supporting the Cultural Olympiad and the London
2012 Festival.
Highlights of the London 2012 Festival include:
Big Dance: The world’s largest dance programme
celebrates the diversity of dance styles across the country,
culminating in a major event in Trafalgar Square on 14 July.
We are facilitating events in both China and Brazil, and
encouraging schools from around the world to participate
in the Big Dance School's Pledge on 18 May 2012.
BT River of Music: We are contributing several acts
to River of Music, which takes place on 21-22 of July
2012, and enables collaborations between British and
international musicians.
Unlimited: For the UK’s largest programme celebrating
art, culture and sport by disabled and Deaf people, we
have commissioned ﬁve works of art by British and
international artists.
World Shakespeare Festival: We are supporting
collaborations with UK and international arts organisations,
such as a modern-day Tunisian production of Macbeth.
The Festival is produced by the Royal Shakespeare
Company, in collaboration with leading UK and international
arts organisations, and with Globe to Globe, a major
international programme produced by Shakespeare’s
Globe. The World Shakespeare Festival runs from 23 April
to November 2012.
Youth Music Voices: We are bringing UK schools and
artists together with their international counterparts to
write, learn and perform specially commissioned songs.
We are also working with London’s embassies and
cultural centres co-ordinating the International Architecture
and Design Showcase 2012; a three-month season of
events providing exciting insights into international
architecture and design talent.

“This is a unique opportunity to make
lasting connections between people from
the UK and around the world through
sport, culture and education.”

–
Second Time Broken by Remix Dance Company © Remix
Dance Company
–
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International Fashion Showcase
United Kingdom
—

10–25 February 2012

The British Fashion Council (BFC) and the British Council
have partnered to organise the ﬁrst International Fashion
Showcase, which takes place during London Fashion Week
in February 2012. Opening to the LFW audience of UK
and international press and buyers, as well as the general
public, the Showcase marks the London 2012 Olympics
and takes on the Olympic values of international respect,
excellence, equality and friendship.
The International Fashion Showcase consists of
exhibitions, installations and screenings presented
by London’s various international embassies, cultural
institutes, commercial ofﬁces and fashion councils.
Taking place in embassies and cultural centres as well
as in the capital’s leading fashion stores and restaurants,
the Showcase offers a unique opportunity for participants
to present the work of emerging fashion talent from their
respective countries in London during Fashion Week.
International press and buyers come to London to
discover the city’s diverse talent from highly creative
emerging designers. For this reason the theme of this
year’s Showcase is ‘Emerging Talent’; reﬂecting and
representing a younger generation, the fashion scene and
the design culture of each participating country.
The proposed projects include exhibitions, installations
and digital presentations. In some cases, new work by
fashion designers has been specially commissioned.
Many embassies are organising a cultural programme
to go alongside the Showcase, as well as collaborating
with fashion councils and government bodies from their
own countries, strengthening the UK’s international links.
Several embassies are working with overseas students who
are studying at London fashion colleges.
Sarah Mower, BFC Ambassador for emerging talent,
chairs an advisory panel judging a new International Award.
On the ﬁrst day of London Fashion Week the award is
given to the country presenting the best Emerging Fashion
Talent showcase.

“The proposed projects include
exhibitions, installations and digital
presentations. In some cases, new
work by fashion designers has been
specially commissioned.”

–
Image courtesy of Aknackfuss, one of the emerging
designers shown by the Embassy of Belgium in the
International Fashion Showcase 2012.
–

UK Now
China
—

April — November 2012

UK Now presents recent and exciting artistic work, both
classical and contemporary, to audiences in China.
The Festival includes the full range of art forms including
music, dance, the visual arts, design, fashion, architecture,
theatre, literature, ﬁlm, digital and live art. Education,
outreach projects and creative sector skills and training
programmes take place alongside this work. UK Now aims
to demonstrate how creative work from the UK extends
beyond artistic content to the education practitioners,
the community and open-access projects, and the
expertise of the arts managers and technicians involved
in training schemes.
The UK Now Festival takes place between April and
November 2012 in cities across China and will be the
largest festival of its kind. It includes a range of headline
events from the UK's leading companies and institutions,
as well as smaller, innovative arts work and capacity
building projects. The programme is wide ranging and
inclusive, proving the UK's commitment to excellence,
access, and diversity (including disability) in the arts,
with projects across the arts forms from England, Wales,
Scotland and Northern Ireland. There is an emphasis on
new-media and technology.
The season takes place a year after the success of
the UK Pavilion in Shanghai, and aims to build on that
success by continuing to promote the UK as a powerhouse
of creative thinking. It also falls in the year of the 40th
anniversary of diplomatic relations between the UK and
The People's Republic of China. Programme details are
announced in February 2012.

“The Festival includes the full range of art
forms including music, dance, the visual
arts, design, fashion, architecture, theatre,
literature, ﬁlm, digital and live art.”

–
Wayne McGregor | Random Dance - Entity
Photo by Ravi Deepres
–

Arts Calendar
Highlights: November 2011 — June 2012

November 2011
Albania: Selector Radio live club night and workshop.
Argentina: Sketches by Boz – Workshops with writers and
illustrators. Artists pair up and sketch the city of Buenos Aires
as part of the Dickens 2012 bicentenary celebrations.
What is Dickens 2012?
Dickens 2012 is a major programme of events and activities
to mark the bicentenary of Charles Dickens. Spanning 50
countries worldwide the programme covers Literature,
Film, Dance & Drama and Visual Arts in an innovative and
creative programme that re-investigates Charles Dickens and
questions how and why the themes and issues raised in his
works are still relevant in global communities today.
(For more see Features)
Australia: Broached Commissions: Max Lamb – Max Lamb
carried out a research, development and production project
to create a new collection of works out of sandstone from
Gosford Quarry, now being exhibited in Melbourne, Sydney,
and at the Former Paramount Pictures Building in Surry Hills.
Azerbaijan: Paper Cinema performs a triple bill of King
Pest, Nightflyer and Rockcharmer, and runs an associated
workshop at the inaugural Azerbaijan International Puppet
Festival in Baku.
Azerbaijan: ELT Seminar – Working with English Language
Teaching practitioners on teaching Dickens in the classroom
as part of Dickens 2012.
Bangladesh: Hay Dhaka – Andrew Miller, Tahmima Anam,
Jan Blake, Jon Gower and Tiffany Murray take the stage
with local writers at the first ever Hay Festival in Bangladesh.
Bosnia-Herzegovina: Kathryn Ferguson, curator and
filmmaker, conducts a three-day workshop exploring using
film as a medium to present fashion to the local fashion
community of Sarajevo. An exhibition in Sarajevo of fashion
films from the UK, curated by Kathryn, opens to the public
in November.
Brazil: Playwright Mike Bartlett, director Lyndsey Turner and
Elyse Dodgson (Head of International Department, Royal
Court Theatre), lead playwriting workshops in association
with SESI.
Bulgaria: 2Faced Dance Company perform a triple-bill of
Subterrania, Politicking Oath and 7.0 at the Youth Theatre in
Sofia, and run three associated workshops in partnership
with Sofia Municipality and Association for Theatre.
Chile: Screenings of Forward Motion, the British Council’s
celebration of UK screen dance, with Centro Cultural
Gabriela Mistral – GAM in Santiago.
China: Ellah Allfrey and John Freeman meet publishers and
writers, give presentations on best practice, and concentrate
on scoping possibilities of collaborations for Granta.
China: EU Film Festival – Ken Loach’s Looking For Eric
screens in Beijing, Chengdu and Shenzhen as part of this
travelling Festival.
China: Made in Britain: Contemporary Art from the British
Council Collection 1980-2010 – Touring exhibition created
in partnership with the Sichuan Provincial Museum, Xi’an Art
Museum, Hong Kong Heritage Museum and Suzhou Museum.
Made in Britain provides the first opportunity for audiences in
these four regional cities to see original art works by leading
British contemporary artists. This month sees its final venue
in China: the Suzhou Museum.
China: Musicians Residencies – Gareth Bonello in Chengdu
and Imogen Heap in Hangzhou work with local musicians and
write new material.
Colombia: 3rd International Seminar on Cultural Management
and Entrepreneurship – Organised by the Colombian Ministry of
Culture and COMFANDI, this three-day seminar gathers the
most important cultural researchers from Latin America and
the US. Simon Dancey (International Director, CCSKills) and
Dave O’Brien (Lecturer, City University London) represent
the UK.
Croatia: The Animals and Children took to the Streets –
1927 perform and run a workshop at the Nu:Write Festival
in Zagreb.
Denmark: Tim Bowler speaks about engaging children with
literature at a conference organised by the Danish Language
Teachers Association, and visits learners of English in schools.
Egypt | France | UK: Screenwriters workshops – A four part
workshop, ongoing until Oct 2012, involves six graduate
screenwriting students from France, (Le Femis), UK (NFTS)
and Egypt/Morocco meeting in Cairo, Paris and London
before pitching their projects to an industry audience at
Dinard Film Festival.
Germany: My Yard – Curated by Jeremy Deller and Alan
Kane, this exhibition is on show in Germany as part of the
Munsterland Festival. The exhibition was initially shown at
the Whitechapel Gallery in 2010 and is drawn from the
British Council Collection.
What is the British Council Collection?
For over 75 years the British Council has been collecting
works of art, craft and design to promote the achievements
of British artists, craft practitioners and designers overseas.
The Collection, started in the late 1930s with a modest
group of works on paper, now includes more than 8,500
works covering all media and aspects of British art and
design of the 20th and 21st Centuries. The Collection has no
permanent gallery and has been referred to as a ‘Museum
Without Walls’. www.britishcouncil.org/collection
Ghana: A two-day digital design masterclass session with
Vassilios Alexiou, Creative Director of award-winning design
agency Less Rain, followed by a partnership with the CBA’s
public broadcasting symposium, in Accra.
Global: A touring programme of Dickens On Film begins,
traveling to over 25 locations internationally until May
2012. The programme includes 20 titles ranging from the

earliest fragment of Dickens on film (the silent 1913 David
Copperfield) through to Andrew Davies’ Bleak House TV
series, and newly commissioned short films exploring
Dickens’ London. Speakers including curator Adrian Wootton
and screenwriter Michael Eaton travel to present the films.
Greece: Damien Hirst: New Religion – Hirst’s first ever
solo exhibition in Greece opened in September at the
Benaki Museum in Athens to widespread acclaim.
Exhibition continues its run through the end of November.
India: A delegation of three UK Young Creative Entrepreneurs
who are leading digital specialists, and several prominent
music industry promoters and agents, attend Nokia’s Music
Connects, the NH7 Music Festival and the Unconvention
conference in Mumbai and Pune. The delegation participates
in discussion panels with the opportunity to network with
Indian music industry contacts.
India: Mind Walking – A collaboration between Brightonbased circus theatre company BandBazi and Mumbai’s Q
Theatre Productions. The show, an aerial drama following an
elderly Indian man slipping into Alzheimer’s, explores notions
of home, cultural identity and family bonds.
India: CDR – This club platform for showcasing music
producers’ work in development takes workshops and
events to Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore and Kolkata.
India: Power to the Blog – This series of programmes uses
UK expertise to develop the skills of fashion bloggers. Power
to the Blog incorporates panel debates and master classes,
recorded and edited for online distribution to a wider audience.
India: The National Dance Company Wales performs two
of its newest works: Bolero and Black Milk, by the great
Israeli choreographer Ohad Naharin, and By Singing Light,
choreographed by Stephen Petronio and inspired by the
poetry of Dylan Thomas, with choral arrangements of Welsh
folk songs. The Delhi performance is accompanied by a wider
event to promote business opportunities and tourism in
Wales, working with the British High Commission.
India: Hay Kerala – Simon Armitage, Germaine Greer, Tiffany
Murray and Jon Gower are among those attending the Hay
Festival in India, which also features a unique collaboration
between Welsh poets Siån Melangell Dafydd, Robert
Minhinnick, Twn Morys and Eurig Salisbury with their Indian
counterparts as part of the Writers Chain project.
India: The Yellow Line Project – Liz Aggiss presents Forward
Motion – a collection of British screen dance works
co-produced with South East Dance - and leads screen
dance workshops in Delhi. The project brings together six
choreographers and six media artists for an intensive threeweek period.
What is Forward Motion?
Forward Motion is a collection of outstanding British screen
dance works, curated by experts into three programmes.
Co-produced with South East Dance, Forward Motion creates
a moving snapshot of Britain’s prolific screen dance industry
and features over 20 historic, seminal and groundbreaking films.
India: Nasscom Animation & Gaming Forum – Ian Livingstone
OBE delivers a keynote speech on skills’ mapping and
development in the gaming and animation sectors, as well
as giving masterclasses to students at the Asian Institute of
Gaming & Animation (AIGA).
Indonesia: Jakarta Fashion Week – Fashion collection
collaboration between Indonesian and UK fashion YCE
winners Oscar Lawalata and Justin Smith showcased at
catwalk show and exhibition. Toby Meadows from London
College of Fashion’s Centre for Fashion Enterprise leads
skills workshops.
Iraq: British Film Festival – A week of screenings of a range
of 20 UK titles taken from the last five years, with selected
guest speakers and a workshop lead by the National Film and
Television School (NFTS).
Italy: Mike Nelson at the 54th Venice Biennale – Final month
of the critically acclaimed British Pavilion exhibition by Mike
Nelson. Over 200,000 people have visited this talked-about
work since it opened to the public in June 2011.
Japan: UK-JP – As part of DesignTide Tokyo 2011, 16
designers from Japan and Britain exhibit current works
alongside an object or image that embodies their key
influences. The exhibition identifies the shared ground
between the designers from both countries through the
similarity of influence and inspiration, offering dialogue on
design cultures and ideas. www.mark-ing.info
Jordan: Selector Live Event – The Selector Radio launch in
Amman with Soweto Kinch; one of the UK’s most exciting
young musicians, fusing jazz, hip hop and spoken word.
Kenya: Music industry guru David Stopps, alongside
high profile local speakers, delivers a policy dialogue on
intellectual property and market access for Kenya’s music
sector in Nairobi and Mombassa.
Lebanon: EU Film Festival – Special screenings of British
films Submarine and Another Year.
Lebanon: From Start Up to Success: a creative’s plan –
A series of four workshops for young creative entrepreneurs
delivered by Sarah Thelwall (MyCake) and Percy Emmett,
using NESTA’s Insight Out Training for creatives and the
MyCake’s Market Day tookit. In partnership with Lebanon’s
Berytech and American University.
Morocco: British Film Festival – Showcase of new British films
presented in partnership with Centre Cinematographique
Morocain, opening with Never Let Me Go, and including a
guest workshop from Scottish Doc Institute.
Nigeria: The Animals and Children took to the Streets – 1927
perform and run a series of peer-to-peer workshops at the
Muson Centre, Lagos.
Pakistan: Lahore Little Art Festival – Workshop with students
on adapting Dickens’ works for the stage, as part of
Dickens 2012.
Pakistan: Inspired by The Uncommercial Traveller, a
little-known collection of Dickens’s journalistic writings,
UK practitioners from Arcola Theatre and Punchdrunk work
with local artists in Pakistan to gather hidden memories and
individual stories of city life in contemporary Pakistan.
The initial visit includes workshops, for artists working in
schools in Lahore. Part of the Dickens 2012 celebrations.

Philippines: Animahenasyon Animation conference – UK
industry best practice showcase with talk and workshop
presentation by UK animators Peter Baynton and Joanna
Hodgeson (Studio AKA).
Poland: Jack Freak Pictures – Gdansk is the final stop of this
touring exhibition of Gilbert & George’s most extensive and
ambitious series of works to date. Race, religion, sexuality
and criticism of the British establishment are the core
themes explored. The exhibition has been touring Europe
since summer 2010.
Poland: 21st Century Architecture: for the future or of the
present? - Should architects put forward a bold vision of the
future despite economic uncertainties? Including Alastair
Donald (Urban designer), Grzegorz Piatek (architecture
critic), Aleksandra Wasilkowska (architect) and chaired by
Angus Kennedy (Institute of Ideas).
Portugal: My Choice: Works selected by Paula Rego from
the British Council Collection – Showing at the Universidade
de Coimbra, the second installation of this major exhibition
of works from the British Council Collection, as part of its
ongoing tour around Portugal. The exhibition features works
by 51 British artists, selected by Dame Paula Rego.
Russia: Practicum: British Fashion 3 – Professional skills
development programme of workshops for young fashion
entrepreneurs delivered by Toby Meadows and Sanjeev
Davidson from London College of Fashion’s Centre for
Fashion Enterprise, in partnership with the British Higher
School of Art and Design in Moscow.
Russia: William Blake – The first-ever exhibition of England’s
greatest poet-painter to be shown in Russia is a collaboration
between Tate Britain, the British Council and the Pushkin
Museum. A new Russian translation of the Songs of
Innocence and Experience has been published in partnership
with the British Council to mark this major event. Showing
until February 2012.
Russia: Two concerts featuring settings to music of poetry by
William Blake mark both the beginning of the 2011 December
Nights Festival and the launch of the William Blake exhibition
at the Pushkin Museum in Moscow. The concerts feature
composers Roderick Williams, Sir Peter Maxwell Davies,
Dmitri Smirnov, Vaughan Wlliams and Benjamin Britten.
Russia: New British Film Festival – Showcase of 10
contemporary UK features plus a professional development
programme of workshops for young screen/media
entrepreneurs and the wider film industry, delivered
by several UK industry experts. Partnering with Cool
Connections. Screenings are staged in Moscow,
St Petersburg, Ekaterinburg and Novosibirsk.
Russia: Still Standing: A Contemporary Intervention in the
Classical Collection – Major exhibition featuring 17 new
works by the leading British sculptor Antony Gormley,
showing until January 2012. The exhibition was formally
organised by the British Council for the Hermitage.
Singapore: Future Memory Pavilion – Presented in
collaboration with the Royal Academy of Arts and the
Preservation of Monuments Board, Future Memory is a
platform for architects and designers from the UK and

Singapore to discuss the role of memory both personally
in their work and in a wider sense. The pavilion was hoisted
into place during Archifest in October and is dismantled in
mid-November.
South Africa: A roundtable workshop on developing SA’s
creative economy, based on its Department for Arts and
Culture’s new ‘Golden Economy’ plans for the sector.
South Korea: David Hockney: Words and Pictures – Drawn
from the British Council Collection, this exhibition at the
National University Museum in Seoul features four major
suites of prints produced by David Hockney over a 16-year
period from 1961-1977.
South Sudan: UK Theatre directors work with South Sudan
Theatre Company in Juba, to support the development of
the South-Sudanese version of Shakespeare’s Cymbeline,
which in May 2012 forms part of the Globe to Globe festival
at Shakespeare’s Globe.
Sudan: EU Film Festival – Screening of UK feature I am Slave
as a means of exploring human rights themes.
Turkey: Digital publishing-focussed Young Creative
Entrepreneurs club event with leading UK innovator and
Head of Digital Publishing at Faber Henry Volans speaking.
Judging, and winners of the Turkish YCE Publishing award
are also announced.
What is a Young Creative Entrepreneur?
British Council’s Young Creative Entrepreneur (YCE)
programme includes awards for entrepreneurs in the fields
of publishing, music, performing arts, design, screen, visual
arts, interactive media, fashion and communications,
identifying the best young leaders and innovators working
in the creative industries around the world. Through sectorbased tours to the UK and the world’s emerging economies,
the awards build bilateral and multilateral relations between
UK and international entrepreneurs working in the creative
sectors, stimulating opportunities for new cultural projects
and business.
UK: ADF Paper Series 2 – The second series of the ADF
Papers is printed in November. ADF Papers explore new
directions in British architecture, design and fashion and
includes an introduction, case studies, examples of recent
projects and links for further information. Experts in the
sector write on particular issues that are pertinent to current
practice in the UK.
UK: London Jazz Festival: A delegation of international
promoters, producers and journalists visit the festival for the
British Showcase programme, which provides the opportunity
for key music sector contacts to see a range of UK jazz
talent, and also offers the opportunity for the UK sector to
make and develop international relationships.
UK: Encounters International Film Festival – British Council
presents the annual south east Europe Short Film Award
Special Screening (with one of the filmmakers in attendance),
supports the annual Depict! competition for 90 second films,
and hosts a Short Film Symposium as part of Encounters’
industry programme.

UK: Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival – In
partnership with //hcmf we are creating a strong showcase
of new British work to be presented over the opening
weekend of the Festival to key decision makers in the
European and wider contemporary music world. The 2011
delegates are from the Czech Republic, Denmark, France,
Germany, Italy, Korea, Norway, Poland, Romania, Russia,
Spain and Syria.
UK: The Snow Queen – Premiere of a new commission from
the Unicorn Theatre by the award-winning young Indian writer
Anupama Chandrasekhar. Chandrasekhar evokes the magic
of the original Snow Queen tale and explores links with the
varying colours, landscape and realities of contemporary India.
Directed by Rosamunde Hutt. Supported by the British Council
through Connections through Culture India-UK.
UK: Leeds Film Festival – Presentation of selected films from
the BC Film Collection, delivered by partners Time/Image.
UK: Selector Live Event – Club night in London with live
bands Aloosh and Spotlight Kid, and DJ sets from Breton
and Goldierocks. Bands are recorded for live footage for the
Selector Radio show.
Vietnam: European Music Festival 2011 – Bristol band Zun
Zun Egui performs at the Festival, which kicks off in in Ho Chi
Minh City and moves on to Hanoi.

December 2011
Azerbaijan: Sketches by Boz – UK photographer Sue Parkhill
works with young photographers to capture scenes and
snapshots of Baku. Photos showcased in a shopping mall in
Baku in February 2012.
Belgium: Strip Turnhout Comic Book Festival – Following a
2010 study tour which presented an array of professional
British writers, UK is guest of honour at this international
festival, showcasing established and up-and-coming comic
book artists. Writers for the comic book constituency and
teachers explore educational opportunities.
Chile: Screenings of Forward Motion, the British Council’s
celebration of UK screen dance, with Centro Cultural
Gabriela Mistral – GAM in Santiago.
China: British Film Week – Showcase of contemporary UK
fiction and documentary features in Bejing. Nick Whitfeld
attends to present his film Skeletons. This is the first BFW in
Beijing, and serves as a pilot for the larger initiative taking
place as part of UK Now in China, in 2012.
China: Screening of programmes in Hong Kong from the
British Animation Awards (BAA), presented in collaboration
with Clockflap Arts Festival.
France: Diaphonique – This Franco-British contemporary
music scheme sees French ensemble L’instant Donné
perform works by Joanna Baillie and Larry Goves throughout
France until spring 2012.
India: The policy dialogue ‘Investing in the Creative
Entrepreneurs’ considers entrepreneurship, regulation,

investment and skills for India’s creative sector. Takes place
in Delhi, where John Newbigin leads on the panel tackling
economic policy for the creative industries.
India: The Annual Inter-School Drama Festival – The InterSchool Drama Festival, a staple of the British Council
programme in Kolkata for many years, has gone nationwide
for the first time with schools from across the country taking
part and learning from the Central School of Speech and
Drama. With a theme of ‘Inspired by Tagore’, 60 schools
made it to the semi-finals, and the top eight compete in the
finals in Delhi this month.
India: Kerala Film Festival – UK delegation of film policy
experts and young screen entrepreneurs attend the Festival.
India: Jagriti Yatra 2011-12 programme – This annual train
journey takes hundreds of highly motivated young people
from around the world on an 18-day national odyssey,
introducing them to the spirit of entrepreneurship both
social and economic, with the aim to consider unique
solutions to social challengers in both rural and urban
communities. Two UK emerging entrepreneurs and one
mentor join the programme.
Israel: Decode Exhibition – A touring V&A exhibition exploring
new developments in the world of digital and interactive
design, with installations. The work displayed consists of both
existing pieces and specially commissioned work. The theme
is ‘Code, Interactivity and Network’.
Italy: Mantua Literary Festival – The British Council takes UK
emerging writers and new work to Italian publishers.
Kenya: Arterial Network’s Biannual Conference – The British
Council supports key partners for the conference in Nairobi
on the theme of Africa’s creative economy, offering digital
facilitation for the first time.
Nigeria: Creative Industries Expo – This unprecedented
event targets Nigeria’s government, business and academic
sectors around core issues in the development of its creative
economy. From the UK Martin Smith, Ian Livingstone and
others contribute to roundtables and panel discussions.
Palestine: Selector Live Event – The Selector Radio launch
and workshop in Ramallah with Soweto Kinch; one of the
UK’s most exciting young musicians, fusing jazz, hip hop
and spoken word.

UAE: Documentary Film Week – filmmaker Kim Longinotto
travels to UAE to give a series of Masterclasses and
attend screenings.
UK: A new partnership with the BFI results in extensive
preview screenings in London of new British feature films,
assisting film festival organisers in Bulgaria (Sofia) and
the Netherlands (Rotterdam) in identifying new material
from the UK.
UK: A preview screening of Steve McQueen’s award-winning
Shame, with a Q&A from its creators for an invited audience
of short filmmakers in the BC Film Short Film
Promotion Scheme.
Zimbabwe: The Smoke that Thunders – Hakeem Onibudo of
UK company Impact Dance, works with Zimbabwean Hip
Hop practitioners to develop a collaborative Hip Hop
Theatre project.

January 2012
Armenia: Fashion Road – Involving Denmark, Czech
Republic, Romania and Germany, Fashion Road is an EU
funded project of collaborations between emerging fashion
designers from Armenia and each of these EU countries.
The programme continues, opening in Yerevan.
Bangladesh: Reconstruction – A touring exhibition
celebrating the work of the UK’s leading fashion designers
exploring the way the designers distil elements of their
cultural heritage to create contemporary garments with
narrative. Opens in Bangladesh before travelling to Pakistan.
A workshop on writing for fashion blogs also takes place
in Bangladesh.
Chile: Screenings of Forward Motion, the British Council’s
celebration of UK screen dance, with Centro Cultural
Gabriela Mistral – GAM in Santiago.
China: Musicians Residencies – Jamie Woon heads to Xi’an
for a six week residency, working with local musicians and
creating new music.
Colombia: Hay Cartagena – The British Council’s longstanding
partnership with Hay Festival Cartagena is given a ‘Dickens’
slant to tie in with the bicentenary celebrations. Andrew
Davies, Ben Okri, A C Grayling, Arts Council Wales Fellows
Jon Gower and Tiffany Murray take their performative voices
to Colombia to be a part of this celebration of thought.
Cuba: British Film Week – Showcase of new British
feature films in Havana, in partnership with ICAIC (Cuban
Film Institute).
Ethiopia: Heaven and Earth: Nick Danziger – Exhibition of
acclaimed photo-journalist and filmmaker Nick Danziger’s
2007 photographs of Christian rock churches in Ethiopia,
taken to celebrate the Ethiopian Millennium. The exhibition is
currently on tour to four Ethiopian centres. A major book has
been published to mark the event, and the photographs will
remain in Ethiopia for dispersal by British Council Ethiopia to
national bodies.

Germany: Berlin Literature Seminar – The British Council
in the UK and Germany ask writers including Claire
Tomalin, David Nicholls, Denise Mina, Philip Hensher,
Louise Doughty, John Burnside and Toby Litt, to consider
‘What Would Dickens Write Today?’ in a three-day seminar
on Charles Dickens.
India: Writers’ Bloc Festival – The Writers’ Bloc programme
saw 12 talented emerging playwrights from across India
working with the Royal Court Theatre in two intensive
residential writing weeks last year. The Festival of the plays
that emerged from that process takes place this month and
is the largest festival of new theatre writing in India.
India: Samadhi – An ambitious series of architecture
talks, screenings and events taking place in both the UK
and India in 2012, curated by sector leader Tamara Horbacka.
The programme consists of talks in the UK; events and film
screenings as part of the London International Architecture
& Design Showcase 2012 celebrating Indian architecture,
design and culture; and a series of talks in India exploring the
work and practice of internationally acclaimed architects.
India: The Golden Dragon – A three-city tour by the
acclaimed UK company ATC of their innovative piece,
including the NSD Festival in Delhi and a two-week residency
at Jagriti in Bangalore. This tour has come about as a result
of the British Council’s Edinburgh Showcase 2011.

working with musicians from ‘piano island’ and Xiamen
Art College.

Santa Cecilia in Rome, including music from Ades’ opera
The Tempest, and his major orchestral work Asyla.

France: Diaphonique – Britten Sinfonia perform Concentric
Paths and a project called Création Thomas Adès, in Dijon.

Mexico: Guadalajara International Film festival (FICG) –
The UK is the guest country for the 2012 Festival, which
features a programme of contemporary UK films.
‘International Honorary’ Mike Leigh gives a masterclass and
workshop. A UK delegation of young screen entrepreneurs
attends as part of the Young Creative Entrepreneur
(YCE) programme.

Germany: 2012 Berlin Film Festival (Berlinale) – promoting
talent on a global platform, the British Council is the UK
representative for European Film Promotion (EFP), and
nominates the UK talent for the Berlinale showcase ‘Shooting
Stars’ (Riz Ahmed in 2012). We also support the participation
of UK film talents at Berlinale Talentcampus, and take an
active role on the UK Film Stand alongside UK partners
including BFI, Film London and Creative England.
Ghana: Business Skills Training – Professional skills
development targeting creatives who are looking to bolster
their capacities in financial and project management.
India: Unbox Festival – a multidisciplinary line-up of
designers, entrepreneurs, thinkers and enthusiasts, exploring
the challenges of contemporary India from a design
perspective. An immersive field trip also takes place with
a group of Indian creative design participants and a UK
delegation of social designers and design entrepreneurs,
attending as part of the Young Creative Entrepreneur (YCE)
programme in India.
India: Design Education Conference – One-day conference
with UK speakers joining key Indian professionals, looking at
the challenges facing design education in India.
Indonesia: Hello-East animation skills project – Artistic
collaboration between Indonesian and UK YCEs HelloMotion
and BlueZoo launched at Hello:Fest in Jakarta. Co-production
of an animation film with a skills development agenda.
Lebanon: Policy Seminar: Understanding and measuring the
social impact of the creative industries – In partnership with
Gaia Heritage.
Oman: Arts Management Workshops: Festival Management –
This final of a series of workshops aims to equip participants
with the knowledge and skills to understand, plan, manage
and run cultural festivals and events more efficiently.
Pakistan: Inspired by The Uncommercial Traveller, a littleknown collection of Dickens’s journalistic writings, UK
practitioners from Arcola Theatre and Punchdrunk work
with local artists in Pakistan to gather hidden memories
and individual stories of city life in contemporary Pakistan.
The project culminates in a public sharing at the Karachi
Literature Festival. Part of Dickens 2012, celebrating
Charles Dickens’ bicentenary.
Philippines: My Arm – Tim Crouch performs his work and
runs associated workshops.
Russia: Henry Moore at the Kremlin – The first-ever
contemporary exhibition shown within the precincts of
the Kremlin, Moscow focuses predominantly on Moore’s
early carvings. The first major book on Moore in Russian
accompanies the exhibition with contributions from the
artist’s daughter, Mary, Dawn Ades, David Mitchinson, Jeremy
Lewison and Chris Stephens. The exhibition is a partnership
between the Henry Moore Foundation, the British Council

and the Kremlin Museums, and is generously sponsored
by DeutscheBank.
Saudi Arabia: Out of Britain – For the first time in Saudi
Arabia and in collaboration with National Museum in
Riyadh, the British Council exhibits selected artworks from
its Collection. (For more see Features)
Thailand: Everything Forever Now – A touring exhibition
of contemporary UK design pioneering sustainable values
presents UK and Thai projects that promise to change our
relationship with the environment for the better by utilising
technologies, techniques and approaches that have a positive
impact or potential.
UAE: The Animals and Children took to the Streets – 1927
visit Dubai for the first time, bringing their innovative
mix of performance, cabaret and animation to DUCTAC
(Dubai Community Theatre and Arts Centre). Performance
accompanied by workshops.
UK: International Fashion Showcase, London Fashion
Week – Presenting work from around the world on the
theme of ‘Emerging Talent’, London embassies, cultural
institutes and commercial officers exhibit the work of upand-coming designers from their country in parallel with
London Fashion Week. (For more see Features)

Malta: Dickens On Film – British Council Malta screens seven
Dickens film adaptations in local Universities.

UK: ADF Paper Series 3 – A third series is printed this
month exploring new directions in British architecture,
design and fashion.

Netherlands: Rotterdam International Film Festival – Selected
UK films premiere at the Rotterdam Lab attended by UK
guest filmmakers.

March 2012

Oman | Qatar: Arts Management Workshops: Audience
Development and Marketing – Workshop which aims to
equip participants with the skills needed to tackle arts
marketing successfully.
Sri Lanka: Galle Literary Festival – Novelist D J Taylor looks
afresh at reinventing the Victorians as part of the Dickens
2012 celebrations, and British writer Roshi Fernando talks
about her debut novel Homesick with local Sri-Lankan and
international festival-goers.
UK: Assisting the Tribeca Film Festival in identifying new
feature films from the UK, in a new partnership with BFI.

China: Beijing Film Festival – UK film focus as part of UK
Now in China gala screenings, plus guest speakers and a BFI
archive presentation with live accompaniment.
China: The Bookworm International Literary Festival –
A unique platform of intellectual and creative exchange
between Chinese and international writers, readers, artists
and journalists, the Festival also hosts British authors.
Egypt: Innovation Seed Fund for Social Change – A
partnership-led competitive innovation fund which allows
creative entrepreneurs and cultural leaders to actualize
projects which address social development concerns in their
local communities, largely through digital media and ICTfocused solutions. Also taking place in South Africa and Nigeria.

Philippines: Rizel Park Film Festival – Three Dickens films
are screened in a national park in the Philippines as part of
bicentenary celebrations of Dickens 2012.

February 2012

Poland: YCE Skills development – Two-day creative
entrepreneurship skills training with Warsaw City Council.

Albania: A Dickens 2012 event featuring film screenings,
creative workshops and discussions.

Russia: Moscow Non/Fiction Book Fair – Digital publishing
expert Dan Franklin (Random House) speaks about
developments in his field of expertise, author and literary
journalist Sam Leith contributes to an author event within the
Fair programme with a Russian writer, and the British Council
coordinates the first ever Moscow ‘Literary Salon’ with UK
journalist and ‘salonaire’ Damian Barr.

Bulgaria: The first Dance on Film festival mounted in Sofia in
partnership with Heteropodi Dance Company.

India: Homelands: a new exhibition for India – The British
Council has invited Latika Gupta to select an exhibition
for India drawn from the British Council and Arts Council
Collections. Latika’s exhibition looks at the way the UK is
seen from outside Britain. The exhibition is scheduled to tour
to Delhi, Hyderabad, Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai from Feb
2012 - Feb 2013.

Bulgaria: Greenwich Dance Agency’s City to City Cabaret
presented in Sofia in partnership with Heteropodi
Dance Company.

Italy: Michael Slater, Michael Hollington and John Mullen
take part in an academic conference in Milan based around
Dickens 2012.

China: Musicians Residencies – Pianist Matthew Bourne
travels to Xiamen to take part in a six-week music residency,

Italy: A special series of Thomas Adès concerts are
performed by the Orchestra dell’Accademia Nazionale di

Pakistan: Reconstruction – A touring exhibition celebrating
the work of the UK’s leading fashion designers, exploring
the way the designers distil elements of their cultural
heritage to create contemporary garments with narrative.
Opens in Lahore.
Russia: Policy Seminar: Intellectual Property – Part 3 of the
Russian-British Creative Economy Forum.
Russia: UK Curators Tour – A week-long tour to 2 major cities
in Russia (Moscow and St Petersburg) hosted by the British
Council for a group of UK curators, involving meetings with
key gallery directors, curators and artists.
South Africa: UK playwright and theatre-maker Mojisola
Adebayo develops her new performance I Stand Corrected
with legendary South African dancer Mamela Nyamza. The
show premieres in August as part of Cape Town Women’s
Arts Festival.
UAE: UK Guest of Honour at Abu Dhabi Book Fair –
A showcase of established authors and emerging talent,
including skills development workshops for students
and practitioners.
USA: Sketches by Boz – As part of Dickens 2012, British
Council USA partners with the Bronx Museum to host an
event at the Bronx Museum of the Arts, showcasing Dickensinspired artworks and creative writing entries submitted by
Bronx high school students as part of the Sketching the
City project.
UK: BC Film Collection launch – an archive of over 100
newly digitised films is launched as a major new programme
element hosted by the BC Films website, with a live event at
BFI Southbank.
UK: Norwich Showcase – In partnership with Writers’ Centre
Norwich, 20 international literature experts are invited
to meet leading British writers and make contact with
representatives from some of UK’s most innovative and
energetic literature organisations.
Venezuela: Concerto for Turntable & Orchestra – Innovative
and critically acclaimed piece of music composed by young
British composer Gabriel Prokofiev and produced by Will
Dutta (Chimera Productions). Concerto travels with DJ Yoda
to Venezuela to perform with one of the renowned youth
orchestras of El Sistema.

April 2012
Canada: Composer’s Kitchen – Two UK and four young
Canadian composers participate in a music collaboration
project in Montreal between Quatuor Bozzini and
Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival. The composers
participate in workshops and concerts and are mentored by
an established UK composer in residence. Resulting work is
featured in Quatuor Bozzini’s concerts in the UK and Europe.
China: UK Now – A presentation of recent and exciting
artistic work from the UK, both classical and contemporary,
to audiences in China. The Festival takes place between April
and November 2012 in cities across the country.
(For more see Features)
Czech Republic: Screenings of new British films for Karlovy
Vary Film Festival programmers, in partnership with the British
Film Institute (BFI).
East Africa: Unconvention – A wide-reaching interactive
convention using Ruth Daniel’s alternative model, targeting
music sector leaders from Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Burundi,
Rwanda and Zanzibar with performance, workshops, panels
and networking opportunities for those in East Africa’s
music markets.
France | UK: Diaphonique – Royal Scottish Academy of
Music and Drama (RSAMD) and the Conservatoire National
Supérieur de Musique et de Danse de Paris (CNSMDP)
collaborate in Paris-Glasgow at various spring festivals. ParisGlasgow provides six young composers from both institutions
with the opportunity to premiere their work at major venues
in the partner country.
Global: YCE and CLI call for applications – The call for
applications for our two flagship award programmes, Young
Creative Entrepreneur (YCE) and Cultural Leadership
International (CLI) opens. We are seeking innovative
international entrepreneurs and leaders who are keen
to undertake professional development and build meaningful
links to the UK creative and cultural sector to take part in our
activities for 2012. More details on:
www.britishcouncil.org/creativeeconomy
(For more see Features)
Italy: Salone Internazionale del Mobile – At Milan’s leading
international furniture fair, the British Council’s Architecture,
Design, Fashion team showcase a new project.
Mexico: Part of Mexico’s BONUS (Creative Industries’
showcase event) 2012, a policy seminar is curated by the
British Council and Ernesto Piedras. In partnership with
CONACULTA (Mexican Ministry of Culture) and ODAI.
Qatar: Doha Pan Arab Translation Conference – Conference
with workshops on translating English into Arabic and Arabic
into English, led by British and Arabic translators and writers.
Russia: Reconstruction – A touring exhibition celebrating
the work of the UK’s leading fashion designers, exploring
the way the designers distil elements of their cultural
heritage to create contemporary garments with narrative.
Opens in Moscow.
UK: YCE Publishing Awards – International YCE Publishing
winners visit the UK to bridge connections for future
commercial and collaborative work with the UK. The
programme includes curated group meetings, professional
development training and the opportunity to attend London
Book Fair. Winners this year represent a wide range of
countries: China, Colombia, India, Mexico, Russia, Turkey and
the UAE.

UK: London Book Fair – Continuing the British Council’s
strategic partnership with London Book Fair, the China
Market Focus cultural programme showcases the best in
contemporary Chinese writing and publishing, with Chinese
writers taking part in events in venues across the UK.

May 2012
France: Cannes Film Festival – British Council Film team
present at the UK Film stand.
Global: Big Dance Schools’ Pledge – International schools
take part in an attempt to break the world record for ‘The
Largest Dance Routine – Multi Venue’ on 18 May 2012, with
choreography by Wayne McGregor.
Palestine: Palfest – Support for British writers attending a
touring festival in Palestine.
UK: Press Conference Venice Architecture Biennale –
Announcement for the British Pavilion exhibition,
commissioned by Vicky Richardson, Director of Architecture,
Design, Fashion at the British Council.
UK: Globe to Globe festival at Shakespeare’s Globe –
The British Council supports productions at the Festival
from Afghanistan and South Sudan, as part of London 2012.
www.worldshakespearefestival.org.uk
UK: YCE Music Awards – 10-15 international YCE Music
winners visit the UK in May to bridge connections for future
commercial and collaborative work with the UK. These top
new music industry insiders take part in a programme
that includes curated group meetings, professional
development training and the opportunity to attend The
Great Escape conference and festival, showcasing the best
new music.

June 2012
UK: Screenings in London of work from first and second-time
feature filmmakers, assisting the Busan International Film
Festival in identifying new talent from the UK, in partnership
with the BFI.
UK: International Architecture and Design Showcase 2012 –
Part of the London 2012 Festival, this three month showcase
opens with the London Festival of Architecture on June 23rd
and concludes with London Design Festival, September
23rd. The Showcase sees London’s embassies and cultural
institutions offering insight into architecture and design from
their country through installations, exhibitions, talks and
workshops. A debate series also runs throughout, featuring
leading practitioners of architecture and design.
UK: ADF Paper Series 4 – The fourth ADF Paper in the series,
exploring new directions in British architecture, design and fashion.
UK: Sheffield Doc/Fest – An international delegation of
filmmakers attends this premier documentary festival for
professional development and networking.
UK: Preview screenings of new British features for the
Toronto International Film Festival, in partnership with the BFI.

Looking Ahead…
Summer – Autumn 2012
Brazil: Transform at Rio Film Festival – A UK focus at the
Festival to launch Transform UK/Brasil, with a large-scale
presentation of Hitchcock’s The Pleasure Garden (a major BFI
restoration), screened at an outdoor gala on the Copacabana
Beach along with live music score composed by a new Brit
composer and played by a Brazilian Youth Orchestra.
Hong Kong: Hong Kong Book Fair – Supporting British
authors invited to take part in the biggest international
Book Fair in Hong Kong.
Italy: 13th Venice Architecture Biennale – The British
Pavilion opens, co-curated by Vicky Richardson, Director of
Architecture, Design and Fashion at the British Council, and
Vanessa Norwood from the Architecture Association.
UK | Global: Our support is helping to internationalise several
major projects as part of London 2012, including:
- World Shakespeare Festival (Royal Shakespeare Company)–
International co-productions, year-long exchange projects
with international schools, new research and a major
international conference on the global teaching
of Shakespeare.
- Big Dance event – This huge public dance event celebrates
the Olympic handover from Beijing to London, and from
London to Rio de Janeiro in Trafalgar Square, London on
14 July 2012. www.bigdance2012.com
- BT River of Music welcomes the world to London with a
spectacular weekend of free music from across the 205
Olympic and Paralympic nations, presented at iconic sites
along the River Thames on 21 and 22 July 2012. The British
Council is supporting collaborations between UK musicians
and musicians from the five continents and, working closely
with the live music producers Serious, brings musicians
to the UK to perform this summer. BT River of Music is
produced by Serious and supported by the Olympic Lottery
Distributor and Arts Council England.
- Unlimited International – The Unlimited programme is the
largest ever celebration and exploration of disability arts.
This initiative has been realised by London 2012, the UK Arts
Councils and the British Council, with the aim of creating a
body of new, high-quality and ambitious work by disabled
and Deaf artists with the power to open doors and change
minds. Unlimited International, with the British Council’s
direct involvement, has led to the creation of five new
collaborations between UK and international artists from
Brazil, China, Croatia, Germany, Japan and South Africa.
- World Stages London – A series of exceptional shows,
created by leading UK and international artists, inspired by
London’s diverse cultural communities. Nine major London
theatres collaborate in a way never seen before.
http://worldstageslondon.com
(For more on London 2012 see Features)
UK: Participation in Good Pitch; a Brit/Doc Channel 4
live event to engage social documentarists with funding,
networks and collaborators.

